BASICS of the APPLICATION PROCESS for ERASMUS+ STUDENT MOBILITY

Do you plan to study or train at abroad?

If you plan to benefit from Study Mobility:

Does your Department have a bilateral agreement with the university that you wish to go?

Check out available Bilateral Agreements

☑️YES

Does your CGPA meet the following criteria?
- Undergraduate students ≥ 2.20/4.00
- Graduate students ≥ 2.50/4.00

☑️YES

Do you have a foreign language certificate? Check out the list of accepted language certification tests.

☑️YES

Apply online on the EU Office website and submit your printed documents to the Office.

☑️YES

If you plan to benefit from Training Mobility:

Do you have an invitation letter from the institution you wish to train at?

Contact your department coordinator.

☒NO

You are not eligible for application!

☒NO

Take a language test that meets Erasmus+ criteria.

☒NO

Check out the EU Office website for placement results